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Summary
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 Sanctions have created a great deal of uncertainty in the minds
of investors and lenders … many have avoided Russia risk since
2014 because of the uncertainty

 Sanctions have also forced the government to confront
economic reforms and industrial modernization

 The economy has now adopted to 2014 sanctions and has
returned to modest sustainable growth

 To move to higher growth the country needs to attract a higher
volume of investment under the localization strategy

 That has been working well over the past 18 months. But the
latest US sanctions pose a clear threat to future investment
flows and, by extension, to the strength of future growth



Changes from sanctions
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 Localization is a more serious 
strategy with strong support

 Russia is today much less reliant 
on imports, especially in food, 
than it was pre-2014

 There is a focus on maintaining 
competitive economic conditions, 
e.g. keeping the ruble weak and 
aiming to cut taxes 

 Russia is aiming for much greater 
diversification in both political 
relations and trade partners

 China’s Belt & Road project is 
strongly supported



Sanctions Overview
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 March 2014 – US & EU hit Russian 
“insiders”

 August 2014 – US & EU applied 
sectoral sanctions

 August 2014 Russia responded 
with food ban

 August 2017 - US expanded 
sanctions

 EU & Russia sanctions are time 
limited

 US sanctions are open-ended



Sectoral Sanctions
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 Applied in August 2014:

▪ Restrict technology transfers 
with any military application

▪ Prevents western investors 
from working in some Russian 
oil projects:
o Arctic

o Deep-Water

o Shale

▪ Limited credit to state banks

▪ The US added some oil 
companies to the credit limit  

▪ US added some individuals, 
such as Igor Sechin, to the list



Sectoral Impact to Date
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 The oil sector has hardly been affected:
▪ Chinese, Indian and, recently, Mid-Eastern investors have bought direct 

stakes in projects, allowing investment to continue without debt

▪ Oil producers focused on efficiency gains

▪ The weak ruble drove down costs significantly

 Russian average daily oil production jumped by 740,000 bbl/d 
from August 2014 to November 2016

 The technology ban has caused problems for many industries –
it slows modernization and may cause problems later

 The credit ban has not been a big problem, thus far, partly 
because the Central Bank made reserves available and also 
because domestic demand has been low due to recession 



Oil Output Growth
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 Russia agreed to cut 300,000 bbl/d from average production, as part of the deal with OPEC, 
from January 2017

 *Note: The International Energy Agency calculates Russia’s average daily production at 11.28 
mln bbl/d for September 2017 because it adds liquids & process gains

Russian Crude Production: June 2014 - June 2017

Source: US E.I.A. 



New US Sanctions
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 Signed into law on August 2nd 2017

 Codifies all sanctions

 Congress is now in charge of 
sanctions

 Tightens some existing sanctions

 Adds Russian Railways and state 
controlled mining companies

 Treasury Department to identify 
new targets

 Introduces the threat of Secondary 
Sanctions against non-US entities



New Industry Threats
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 Specifically, the August 
legislation extended US 
sanctions to include:

▪ Russian Railways

▪ State owned mining companies

▪ Blocks investors from working 
with Russian oil & gas 
companies in specific projects 
worldwide

▪ Secondary sanctions threat 
against funding energy projects , 
albeit with some discretion 
allowed to Executive Branch



Creates New Concerns
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 Will Russia’s gas business in 
Europe be disrupted?

 How will Russian Railways be 
affected…will US companies be 
allowed use the railways?

 State mining companies – how 
are they affected?

 The word “significant” is used 
extensively throughout the 
legislation

 How may secondary sanctions 
be applied … and how 
vigorously?



241:  A Sword of Damocles
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 Section 241 requires Treasury 
Department to prepare a list of 
individuals and entities which 
may be subject to sanctions

 Criteria for inclusion is broad 
and ill-defined 

 List will be made public

 Executive Branch will have 
discretion on its use…

 … but, risk managers will be 
wary of any name on that list



Threat to Sovereign Debt
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 The US Congress has also 
mandated Treasury Department 
to report on the impact of 
extending the debt restrictions 
to Russian Sovereign Issues

 Both Fitch and S&P have kept 
Russia’s credit rating at one 
notch below an investment 
rating – both citing the sanctions 
threat as the key reason

 Russia’s debt load is currently 
very low and expected demand 
should also stay low. But this 
threat would very likely slow FDI 
even more



Timeline
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 June/July EU extended sectoral sanctions to January 31 2018. 

Russia extended food ban sanctions to end 2018

 August 2nd New US sanctions legislation enacted

 Oct/Nov OFAC is expected to give clarity on interpretation &

enforcement of sanctions. OFAC technically reports to
the Executive Branch but is fiercely independent

 January 2018 Treasury will submit, and make public, reports for
Congress, in re: possible new sanctions targets (241) and
assessment of extending sanctions to Sovereign debt

 March 2018 Presidential election in Russia (March 18th)

 April 1, 2018 INF (nuclear deal) violations report to be submitted to
Congress & possible new US sanctions against Russia



Russia’s Policy Response
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 Ruble was let free-float and a 
weaker-for-longer ruble is now a 
key policy

 Localization is at the heart of the 
emerging new industrial policy

 Fiscal-Plan aims to cut the 
budget’s oil price breakeven to 
$44 p/bbl by 2022

 There is a more serious debate 
and understanding of the need to 
modernize the economy

 Governor changes reflect the 
push for better administration



Localization Is New Mantra
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 The aim is to attract more investment 
into industries which will diversify 
economic activity

 Aim is partly import substitution but, 
more important, to create greater 
export diversification

 In the process of creating a more 
competitive economic and business 
environment, e.g. weak ruble, 
promised lower employment taxes

 Focused on World Bank competitive 
survey



Localization – Target Sectors 
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e-Commerce

Logistics, distribution and warehousing

Housing, especially affordable units, and related

Consumer sectors, including vehicle sales

Healthcare: clinics, equipment and services

Sports, Tourism and Leisure

Transportation, including Rail (Belt & Road expansion)
and Ports

Others: Fast Growth Potential



Self-Reliance Ambition
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Investment into agriculture & food projects is
accelerating

Russia will (again) be the world’s biggest wheat
exporter in 2017

The food import bill has fallen from over $40 bln
(2013) to less than $25 bln and is continuing to drop



Political Reaction
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 No reaction or retaliation against 
US interests as yet

 US-Russia political relations are 
suspended but Russia wants US 
investment

 Will likely wait to see how the 
sanctions are actually enforced

 A focus on Asia, EU and Middle-
East

 World Cup 2018 is very important 
for Putin and for Russia. Every 
effort will be made not to cause 
any disruption before the event
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 Recession has ended. GDP should 
grow by circa 2.0% this year

 World’s 6th lowest national debt

 World’s 6th largest financial 
reserves

 External debt cost dropped to 
$27 bln

 Capital flight ($151 bln in 2014) 
has ended

 Sovereign debt funds will cover 
budget

 External debt demand is low

Relative Good Position



China’s Belt & Road
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Belt & Road network 
expands links between 
China & Russia

Russia wants more 
processing of materials 
and to export higher 
value-added products

Chinese investment into 
Russia has expanded 
greatly since 2013



Macro Forecasts
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 Continued improvement. The trend in the economy continues to
improve. The OECD recently raised its growth outlook for this year
to 2.0% (from 1.4%)

Russia: Macro Trends & Medium Term Forecasts - Base Case Scenario
2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E

GDP, RUB bln, nominal     66,865     70,499     77,200     84,320        90,222           95,636       101,278         107,456 

GDP, US$ bln       2,150       2,210       2,000       1,360          1,347             1,663           1,608             1,628 

Growth, real % YoY 3.4% 1.3% 0.7% -2.8% -0.2% 1.8% 2.0% 2.4%

CPI - year-end, % YoY 6.6% 6.5% 11.4% 12.9% 5.4% 3.8% 3.8% 3.6%

CPI- average, % YoY 5.1% 6.8% 7.8% 15.6% 7.2% 4.2% 3.9% 3.7%

Gross fixed investment, real % YoY 6.0% 0.9% -1.0% -10.0% -1.0% 2.0% 3.5% 4.0%

Industrial production, real % YoY 3.4% 0.4% 1.7% -3.2% 1.1% 2.0% 3.0% 4.0%

Agricultural output, % change YoY -3.6% 3.1% 1.2% 3.5% 4.8% 1.0% 3.0% 3.2%

Central Bank Key Rate, % 17.0% 11.0% 10.0% 8.0% 6.0% 5.0%

Bank average lending rate, % 9.1% 9.5% 11.3% 16.0% 13.0% 10.0% 8.5% 7.5%

Retail sales, % YoY 5.9% 3.9% 2.5% -10.0% -5.2% 2.0% 3.0% 4.0%

Real disposable income, % YoY 7.3% 4.8% -1.0% -6.5% -5.9% 1.0% 2.0% 3.0%

Unemployment, % EOP 5.7% 5.6% 5.3% 5.6% 5.3% 5.5% 5.4% 5.3%

Budget, balance % of GDP 0.0% -0.5% -0.5% -2.4% -3.5% -2.3% -1.5% -1.1%

Current account, % GDP 3.7% 1.6% 3.0% 5.3% 1.7% 1.9% 1.9% 2.0%

RUB/US$, year-end 30.8 32.9 61.4 73.5 61.3 60.0 64.0 66.0

RUB/US$, average 31.1 31.9 38.6 62.0 67.0 57.5 63.0 66.0

RUB/EUR, year-end 40.3 45.3 72.0 79.7 64.5 72.0 76.0 77.0

RUB/EUR, average 40.0 42.3 51.5 67.0 74.0 66.0 76.0 78.0

Brent, US$ p/bbl, average $110 $108 $100 $54 $45 $53 $58 $65

Source: State Statistics Agency, Central Bank, Macro-Advisory estimates


